FORTY  THOUSAND  AGAINST  THE  ARCTIC
the Red Army returned home he settled as a chauffeur.   In
1926 he got a chance to perfect his knowledge of aviation
and qualified as a pilot.   First he flew between Khabarovsk
and Sakhalicn, then he carried mail between Moscow and
Kiev.    Finally to Tashkent and to Teheran.    In 1929 he
flew across Siberia, in 1931 to the Chukotka Peninsula.   In
1934 he took part in the saving of the Chclyuskinitcs and
was 'knighted'  by the President  of Tsik, Kalinin,  who
on behalf of the All Union Government made Vodopyanov
Hero of the Soviet Union.'   When I asked for his opinion
on trans-Polar aviation he said he would give me a written
statement.   Mikhail Vasilicvitch, the one-time peasant boy,
has got used to being interviewed.   When we met first in
the room of Glavscvmorput in Moscow, which accommo-
dates three typists., two secretaries and any number of people
waiting to talk to the chief, Vodopyanov had just flown up
from Odessa.   He had given some advice to the constructors
at the hydroplane wharf.    While we talked five reporters
from Moscow papers came in to get a story from him.   lie
would only give written statements for publication.    His
experiences compelled him to do so, was his explanation.
This is what he wrote for Forty Thousand against the Arctic:
'Regular trans-Polar passenger lines will be possible only
when we have 'planes able to fly in the stratosphere.   In
such altitudes above the Arctic the temperature is stationary,
no clouds obstruct the flight, no ice formation on wings and
propellers ever occurs.    Seasons will not influence flying
conditions.   All we shall have to care about is clear weather
for start and finish.   We shall have to build multi-engined
strato planes with motors developing 1000 h.p. each.   Once
that is achieved the whole problem of trans-Polar aviation
will be solved and a new stage reached in world air traffic.
Meanwhile we shall build aerial lighthouses sending out
radio beams on most of the Arctic islands.   Aerodromes for
intermediate landings will be prepared by the station crews.
I myself have much contact with the masses.   They regard
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